Diversity of cell lengths in terminal portions of roots: implications to cell proliferation.
Terminal meristems are responsible for all primary growth of roots. It has been asserted that all cells of root meristems are actively dividing (no cells cycle slowly or arrest in the cycle) and stem cell populations expand exponentially. Because cells do not slide relative to each other in roots, relative cell lengths may be used to determine relative cell cycle durations and/or proportions of cells actively dividing in root tissues. If all cells are cycling, no interphase cells should be longer than critical length (length of longest mitotic cell in the meristem) and cells should exhibit an exponential cell-age distribution. Lengths of all cells were obtained radially across entire median longitudinal root sections at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 mm from the founder cell/root cap boundary for five plant species to estimate percentages of cells longer than critical length. For example, up to 15 and 90% of all interphase cells were longer than critical length in 0.5 and 2.0 mm tissues, respectively, indicating that slow-cycling and/or non-proliferative cells are present in such tissues. In order to determine if the distribution of cell lengths in 0.5 mm segments approximated an exponential cell-age distribution, lengths of interphase cells less than critical length were determined. Such interphase cells were placed into ten groups according to cell length and percentages of cells in each group were compared with percentages of cells in groups calculated from an exponential cell-age distribution. Percentages of cells were significantly different from predicted percentages of between 6 and 9 out of ten groups - cell lengths were not distributed exponentially. Because there are significant numbers of interphase cells longer than critical length and since lengths of interphase cells shorter than critical length do not resemble an exponential cell-age distribution, it must be concluded that not all cells in root segments from 0.5 to 3.0 mm root segments are actively dividing. Heretofore, no databases of cell lengths have been used to test these assertions.